
DF65 Assembly

Stuff They Never Told Me in the Instruction Manual
Graeme Perry NZL 25

This document contains stuff I found out by trial and error after I built my first DF65 – sadly a little late.  The 
reason the Instruction Manual doesn't include this stuff is because it might make the assembly sound a bit 
difficult or complicated.  The marketing chappies at Joysway didn't want that so all this stuff was taken out.  
It isn't difficult or complicated and it will make your boat waaay more reliable.

The fixes and photos are based on a version 6 hull.  If you have a version 5, or earlier, there are a couple of
differences which are straight forward.  Start by taking the rig off the boat as the early work is all hull-related
and the rig will just get in the way.

Tools & Materials

You will need the following tools and materials:

Tools Materials
• The set of allen keys that came 

with the boat
• A set of jewelers or precision 

screwdrivers
• Long-nose pliers
• A servo tester – costs between 

US$4.00 and $US12.00 from 
your favourite online hobby 
store

• Wire strippers, fine-tipped 
soldering iron and solder

• A needle with an eye big 
enough to take dyneema thread

• Silicone sealant
• A can of CorrosionX. 
• Isopropyl alcohol
• Mineral turpentine (turps)
• Methylated spirits
• Paper towels
• A couple of small cable ties
• 200mm of light gauge multi-

strand insulated wire (preferably
100mm each of black and red)

• 80mm of small diameter heat-
shrink tube

• Masking tape

Check this video from the guys at Flitetest to see why CorrosionX is so useful – then buy some:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4z8QMgTEA4

Keel and Bulb Assembly 

You need to avoid water getting into the hollow sections of the keel.  This is particularly important if you sail 
the boat in salt, or brackish water as any salt content will accelerate corrosion of the metal, particularly at 
the join between the keel and the bulb.  Water in the keel will drip out over time leaving a puddle on the 
dining table and straining domestic relationships.  To avoid water finding its way into these cavities, they 
should to be sealed off before assembly. 

Check the two keel extrusion cavities have been sealed at both ends.  This will have been done at the 
factory on later version hulls.

Before sliding the keel into the bulb, apply a generous bead of sealant to the base of the recess and a thin 
bead to the area under the head of the keel bolt.  Use the longer of the two supplied bolts to tighten the keel
down onto the sealant.  Don't over-tighten or you run the risk of stripping the thread in the aluminum keel.  
Wipe away any excess sealant with a cloth and the recommended thinner (methylated spirits works for 
silicone).

You can place a patch over the bolt hole in the bottom of the bulb to reduce drag.  Cut a circular patch 
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about 20mm diameter from a piece of adhesive tape or deck patch material and place it over the hole.  Find
a coin about the right diameter and use it as a stencil to cut around it with a sharp blade.
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Keel extrusion cavities factory sealed Adhesive vinyl patch over the bolt holt

Rudder Assembly

Before assembling the rudder gear, check there is no slop between the metal steering arm and push-rod 
connector.  Tighten the knurled nut until the connector is firm, but not binding.  Apply a small dab of CA 
glue to the thread if needed to prevent it coming loose.

Steering Arm

Insert the stock up through the boat and push it in as far as it will go.  If the stock binds when the rudder is 
rotated, remove the rudder and drill out the steering tube with a 3.1mm drill.  Care needs to be taken when 
drilling out the steering tube that the drill is properly aligned with the axis of the steering tube.  If not 
properly aligned, this process can create unwanted slop in the rudder.

Note the flat section on the aft side of the rudder stock.  Slide the rudder arm over the stock and align the 
grub screw with the flat.  With the stock pressed up and the rudder arm pressed down, there should be no 
vertical play in the rudder.  Tighten the allen keyed grub screw – the arm will self-align as the screw is 
tightened down on the flat.  The arm should be pointing towards the starboard side.

Don't assemble the steering push-rod at this stage, as there is still work to be done at the steering servo.

Steering Servo

Disconnect the steering servo cable from the receiver.

Disconnect the pushrod from the servo:

• V5 – Undo the screw holding the servo arm onto the spline.  Lift the arm away from the servo leaving
it hanging in the pushrod Z bend.

• V6 - Use the supplied allen key to loosen the push-rod connector on the servo arm and slide the 
push-rod out and clear of the connector.  Leave the arm connected to the servo.

Remove the screws that fasten the servo to the servo tray and lift the servo out of the tray.  When the first 
screw drops down into the hull, you'll be pleased long nose pliers are included in the tools list.

With the servo now free of the tray, turn it over and undo the four screws to remove the base plate.  Take 
care not to spill the servo innards on your work bench.
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Squirt a liberal quantity of CorrosionX into the servo and reassemble.  Wipe up any excess CorrosionX with
a paper towel and isopropyl alcohol.  The Flitetest video (see above for the link) includes a good 
demonstration of waterproofing servos.

While the servo is out of the boat, check for any slop where the push-rod connector attaches to the servo 
arm (V6 only).  If there is slop, tighten the holding nut until it is firm, but not binding.  It must be able to 
rotate freely.  You can put a small dab of CA glue on the thread to prevent the nut working loose.  Do not 
use Loctite here as it is not kind to plastic.  Check the servo operation with the servo tester.

Reinstall the servo in the servo tray and centre it with the tester.  With the servo centred, find the spline 
alignment that allows the servo arm to sit as square to the centreline as possible and secure the arm with 
the retaining screw.  Attach the pushrod to the pushrod connector.

Reconnect the servo to the receiver, power up the boat and transmitter and check servo operation.  Use the
rudder trim control (or internal programming features on the transmitter if it has the capability) to square up 
the servo arm if required.

Attach the pushrod to the rudder arm ensuring the rudder is exactly centred as you tighten the grub screw.  
If the final setting isn't perfect you can make further small adjustments with the transmitter trim.

Finally, to adjust maximum the rudder throw, power up the boat and turn it upside-down on the bench.  
Place a piece of masking tape on the hull underneath the trailing edge of the rudder.  Mark the tape at the 
centreline and make two further marks 18mm either side.  Adjust Channel 1 gain on the transmitter so that 
maximum deflection sits inside these two marks.  This will give a maximum rudder throw of around 35º.

Setting max rudder throw to 35º

Servos are not always linear and you could find you have different maximum throws either side of centre.  If
your transmitter is programmeable, it might give you independent control over the range of servo rotation in 
each direction.  The transmitter that comes with the boat isn't that clever and you may need to find a 
compromise adjustment.

Sheet Winch

Check the winch is producing the required range of travel.  Lay a rule on the deck and with the boat 
powered up, check the distance the clip moves between sheeted right in and sheeted out - 115mm is ideal. 
You may have to increase the Channel 3 gain on the transmitter to get the required range of travel.   Check 
your transmitter manual for how to do this.  If you can't get 115mm, set it to maximum.

Power down the boat and disconnect the winch cable from the receiver.

Note the direction the sheet is wound on the winch drum, remove the retaining screw in the centre of the 
drum and lift the drum up and off the winch.  Let it dangle over the gunwale.

Remove the screws fastening the winch to the servo tray and lift the winch clear of the tray.

As with the steering servo, apply CorrosionX to the interior of the servo and reassemble the servo.  Wipe off
any excess CorrosionX with a paper towel and isopropyl alcohol.

Reinstall the winch without the drum attached and connect the cable to the receiver.

Power up the boat and move the transmitter sheet control to fully sheeted in.  With the drum held in place 
above, but not on the winch, rotate the drum until the winch line clip is pulled back to the position shown in 
the picture below.  Find the nearest spline alignment that matches this position and press the drum back 
home.  Fasten with the retaining screw.  Positioning the clip further aft is OK, but it can result in a bit of a 
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jerk on the sheet as the clip crosses the edge of the bulkhead.

Winch line clip position when sheeted in

Power up the boat and check that the sheet moves freely the full length of its travel.

Power Switch

Removing and replacing the power switch is fiddly as the switch is attached to the under-side of the servo 
tray.  It can be done with the tray installed in the boat.  Be patient here.

Cut the cable tie that holds the switch push-rod in place against the servo tray support.  Rotate the rod so 
that it can be removed from the hole in the switch toggle.

Power down the boat and disconnect switch cables from both battery and receiver.

Undo the two switch retaining screws.  The switch face plate stays on the top side of the servo tray and the 
switch body drops away below.  Remove the switch from under the tray.

If you intend to use a smaller LiFe battery, you will need to extend the battery lead.  With the switch out on 
the bench, now is the time to do this.

Squirt CorrosionX into the switch and both connectors.  Wipe up any excess with a paper towel and 
isopropyl alcohol.

Reinstall the switch making sure it goes back in the correct orientation (note “On – Off” labelling on aft 
deck).  Connect cables to battery and receiver and test.

Reconnect the push-rod to the switch toggle and secure with a small cable tie as before – not too tight or 
the rod will bind.

Using a Smaller Battery

Using an alternative, lighter battery pack is discussed in the instruction manual, but not the methods for 
extending the cable or mounting the battery. 

The cable from the power switch will not reach a battery placed up by the mast so the cable must be 
extended.  The class rules allow a battery extension lead, but don't specify what form the lead should take. 
Do one of the following:

1. Buy a male to female servo extension cable from the same hobby store you bought the battery.  
Squirt some CorrosionX into the connectors before joining.  

2. For those confident with a soldering iron - Cut the existing battery cable at about the mid point, strip 
back 5mm of insulation at the cut end and solder in 100mm of wire to extend the cable.  Use some 
heat-shrink tube to protect and insulate the solder joints.  Slide the heat-shrink over the wires 
BEFORE soldering the second pair of joints.  Shrink the tube with the soldering iron (you can touch 
the heat shrink tube with the iron, but not the insulation).  If done well, this method is slightly more 
reliable as it eliminates two connectors.  It also saves the cost of an extension cable.

The extended battery cable can now be routed forward to the small hatch beside the mast.

Cut a 50mm length of sticky backed velco tape and attach down the side of the keel box.  Get the top end 
of the tape right up against the underside of the deck – it will provide a support for the receiver antenna.  
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Stick a length of velcro (other polarity) to one face of the battery.  You should now be able to plug in the 
LiFe battery, drop it down into the hatch and secure it against the side of the keel box.

Receiver

Give a generous squirt of CorrosionX into the receiver.  Wipe off any excess on the exterior of the receiver 
body with a paper towel and isopropyl alcohol.

If the smaller battery modification has been made, there is now space for the receiver at the front of the 
servo tray.  This will also help to get weight concentrated in the centre of the boat.  Secure the receiver in 
place with a cable tie or velcro.

Run the receiver antenna forward and high against the underside of the deck across the top of the velcro 
tape you previously stuck there to secure the battery.  Cut a small piece of velcro of (same polarity as on 
the battery) 6 – 8mm wide.  Do not remove the backing tape that covers the adhesive surface.  Press this 
piece over the top of the receiver antenna so the the antenna lies in the middle of a velcro sandwich.  The 
antenna should now be held in place high under the deck where it will get the best possible reception.

Deck Pad-Eyes

The instruction manual describes the DF65 as a very 'dry' boat, but this has not been my experience.  Pad-
eyes 2 to 8 are places where water can leak into the boat.  Check the Instruction Manual for pad-eye 
numbering.  There are two simple ways to stop the leaks:

1. Mix up a small batch of standard epoxy (not fast-cure). Remove each pad-eye and place a drop of 
epoxy into the dimple covering the hole.  Screw the pad-eye back in place ensuring the correct 
orientation and leave the boat sitting in the stand while the epoxy cures.

2. Squirt a couple of drops of thin CA glue around the base of each pad-eye and leave the boat sitting 
on the stand until the CA hardens.

Of the two, method 1 is probably the more reliable, but with either method, it pays to mask off or cover the 
area around each hole to prevent drips or spatters of epoxy or CA glue hitting the deck.  Don't tip the boat 
on its side, because the epoxy or CA will dribble over the deck.  Both products are difficult to clean off.

Bung

The rubber bung is a pesky little thing that constantly goes walk-about.  The solution is to tie it on.  Use a 
needle to thread some dyneema through the bung and permanently attach it to something in the aft cockpit 
(the steering push-rod works).  Having the bung waving about in an obvious sort of way as you take the 
boat to the water is a great reminder to put it in the hole.
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Tie on the bung

Deck Patches

A common source of leaks are poorly applied deck patches (or forgetting to put one on before you launch). 
My preference is a single piece patch that overlaps the opening and sticks down to the deck.  You need to 
eliminate edges where leaks can occur, so throw the transparent cover away and don't use tape.  The deck 
patches that come with the boat are great, but wont last forever.  Find a good supply of adhesive vinyl rolls 
and cut some of your own.  Make a metal template you can cut around with a sharp blade.  

Whatever you use for patches will eventually leave a gum residue on the deck making the boat look 
uncared for.  Remove the residue using turps, but clean off any turps residue or the patch wont stay down.
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